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Ready to Go Registration 


2024 BAEPLEX Summer Camp Series 

Secure your child's spot in Williamsburg's HOTTEST Summer Camp. With tons of Kid Games, Sports, Martial Arts, Field Trips and Crafts, your child is certain to stay Active & Engaged. Complete the information form below to receive all summer camp details, including our digital brochure. KIDS LOVE the FUN & PARENTS LOVE the BENEFITS. Reserve your child's spot TODAY!
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Select a Program*
Little Ninjas (Ages 2-3)
Kid’s Martial Arts (ages 4-12)
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Adult Martial Arts
Summer Camp (Kids ages 4-11)
Afterschool
Birthday Parties





	
















 By opting into the web form above you are providing consent for BAEPLEX to send you periodic text messages. Standard rates may apply. You can reply HELP at anytime or learn more. You may opt-out anytime by replying STOP.
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Limited Time & Availability
10:00






ACCESS OUR SCHEDULE & 


EXCLUSIVE WEB SPECIAL 

Secure your spot and get started today with our EXCLUSIVE offer!
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Robert Brown  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



BAEPLEX is an extension of family . With core values and integrity at its basis of education and a healthy mixture of defense and proper etiquette of manners . Children and adults alike learn and benefit from the teachings of Master Horn and Master Ash. My kids normally attend the later classes after school and enjoy their time with Coach Luke, he’s is always positive and energetic and ready to assist and teach. We love coming to Baeplex
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Elon's Mom  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



My son has been attending Baeplex going on two years now. We truly enjoy our time there. The staff and instructors are AMAZING! Baeplex has a great after-school program, summer program and they even have parents night out, to give mom and dad a break. If you're looking for a safe and professional place to send your little ones, I would totally recommend!
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Anna Lewis  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



We love the classes and after school program at Baeplex. The life skills they learn in class have been very helpful at school and home and it is comforting to know they have a safe and fun place to go after school. All the staff are amazing!
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Beverly Buchanan  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



We appreciate this program and Master Ash so much! They are like family and always find creative ways for the kids to have fun and learn.
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Mariano Diaz Miranda

via Google











Master Ash and his team provide a family friendly environment where we can strengthen our minds and bodies. As someone with former Martial Arts and combat training, I still find a rewarding challenge while keeping it fun for the family. In today's society, discipline and respect are often overlooked, but not at Baeplex. Discipline, Respect, merit based rewards keep kids (and adults) engaged while seeding important concepts that can help society as a whole. I'm glad our family found Baeplex. We arrived by sheer luck, but we plan to stick around by choice and the positive impact it has on our family. Thank you Master Ash for your dedication and passion of Taekwondo and Martial Arts.
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Audrey Stephenson

via Google











We have been members at BAEPLEX since 2019 and have been thrilled with the experiences my son is able to enjoy - lessons, parents night out, summer camps, birthday parties, and a variety of other functions throughout the year. The instructors are focused on developing not only the physical and mental aspects of martial arts, but also on personal growth and maturity - all within a SAFE and FUN environment. We have seen tremendous growth in our son in these past years. Many thanks to Master Ash, Master Horn, Mr. Erik, and all of the staff at BAEPLEX for investing in our son and our family!
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Zena Cordaro

via Google











When we first started attending Baeplex my daughter had some behavior problems that concerned us. We have been attending Baeplex for one year and I have seen a significant improvement in her her attitude, respect, and most importantly her confidence.

All of the instructors take their time with each student, they know them individually and help to improve their strengths and work on their weaknesses. I’m so thankful for a safe and authentic place for my daughter to attend.
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Kim Rahal  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



This is more than just a place to learn martial arts, you become part of a family here. This is a place where you learn values, respect and honor. It is a place where you can become your very best and overcome your challenges. To be part of this is very special and it stays with you for a life time.
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Stephen Lindsey  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



I visited for the first time today with my 5 year old son and it looks like a great facility and the instructors were extremely attentive to the students. I am confident that my son has fun and I am sure that he will learn a great deal from their teachings. Thank you!
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Tommy Turner  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



Joe Ash is a great teacher, coach and mentor for people of all ages. Baeplex is a place to learn not only martial arts but valuable lessons in life and leadership.
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Rachel Bridger-Tomlinson  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



Joined in an all belt class this Saturday. Even though it was my first ever lesson, staff and members went out of their way to include me and help with technique. woke up a little stiff on Sunday, but that's a sign of an awesome work out if you ask me. Would recommend for any beginners in the area.
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Robin Couch  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



One of the best things I did for my children was enroll them at Baeplex. Two years later, after watching / sitting at the side, I joined. It bonded us as a family and we made life-long friends. My daughter has returned bringing her husband along for the adventure and he loves it too. Thank you Baeplex for making our community great!
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Teejay Tinsley  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



A former student at baeplex, I learn how to be the best that I could be. With the help of a great instructor Master Ash, I visited the campus just recently after years of being a student, and immediately missed the atmosphere, the positive energy, and the since of community. I couldn't recommend enough on how great this establishment is for the growth of oneself and the community. The lessons learned here are not just for the belts and statues but for life all around. Inspiration, growth, positivity, and so much more that rounds and individual thrives here. Ive had some of the greatest experiences with baeplex.
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Sam Rees  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



I started at Baeplex when I was 12 years old. At the time I had no interest in any Martial Arts and the true reason I began is that my 6 year old brother had just started and I decided to watch him in one of his classes. I was instantly hooked! I spent years and countless hours practicing at Baeplex trying to learn and improve my skills and my character. Every belt test that I passed felt like an amazing accomplishment that kept me hungry for more. Through my years at Baeplex I met some of my closest friends. I have been helped through the best and worst times by the instructors, my friends, and my family. I can honestly call Baeplex my second home. Thank you to all the instructors who spent countless hours to help your students and the community. You are the best!
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Ben Daughtry  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



My father and I both trained at Baeplex, and not only did we end up being in the best shape of our lives, but we also ended up with a second family. Master Ash is one of the greatest martial artists I have ever known, and I highly recommend the Baeplex experience to everyone!
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Jasmine D. Davis  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



I've been a part of Baeplex for many years. Starting with my brother, from beginning to a 2nd degree black belt, and now with my son who has the same aspirations. Master Ash is not only a great instructor but also a great friend. He takes the time to truly get to know his students and learn their strengths and weaknesses to help them achieve their goals. He not only instructs them in TKD but also in life lessons and how to apply the discipline in their practice to their every day lives. Baeplex is truly a one of a kind school!!
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Andrew Millard  recommends BAEPLEX

via Facebook · 



Great place for a birthday party. Master Ash was great with the children!









Request information today to learn more about our programs! Get Started Now
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About Us

BAEPLEX has been a reliable source for families and organizations since 1979. We strive to foster more creative, compassionate and resilient leaders. With programs and services for ages two and up, there's something for everyone at BAEPLEX. Call us today!




Contact Us


Williamsburg, VA


500 Bulifants Blvd Williamsburg, VA 23188


 757-229-2237

 [email protected]
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